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ABSTRACT
The gravity law is the inspiration behind one of the most important
frameworks used to predict population movement nowadays. One
of the most important elements that characterizes the gravity mod-
els applied to migration is the distance measure that represents the
attraction between regions. The distance considered by this model
is not limited to the geographic distance, and can also include ad-
ministrative and political distance, economic distance, and cultural
distance. By using Facebook data, we introduce a methodology to
infer cultural elements that immigrants take off to other countries
during the migration process in order to measure the distance be-
tween countries in terms of its population preferences on its foreign
elements. Many cultural aspects characterize regions in terms of
cultural attributes, such as clothing, music, art, and food. As an
example of application, we focus on cultural elements related to
the Brazilian cosine, once the cuisine of a country can effectively
reflect one of the dominant aspects of its culture. In this study, we
measure the global spread of Brazilian food culture across coun-
tries by exploring Facebook user’s preferences for typical Brazilian
dishes using Facebook data from the Facebook Advertising Plat-
form. The results show a high correlation between the proportion
of Brazilian immigrants in each country and the distance between
these countries to Brazil in terms of the cultural distance proposed.
Because of this, this measure of distance can complement other
metrics of distance applied to gravity-type models, for example, in
order to explain the flows of people between countries.

1 INTRODUCTION
In social sciences, gravity models are ordinarily applied to studies
related to international trade and migration [4, 14, 17]. The most
important element in those models is the distance measure that
characterizes the attraction between regions. The distance or simi-
larity between two countries can be measured by administrative
and political distance, geographic distance, economic distance and
also in terms of cultural distance [11]. All of these distance metrics
complement other metrics of distance being incorporated in models
in order to explain the flows of people between countries. In this

work, we focus on developing a measure for cultural distance using
social media data provided by Facebook.

There are many cultural aspects that may help us to culturally
characterize regions before calculating distance metrics among
them, such as preferences for clothes, music, art and food [19]. The
cuisine of a country, for example, reflects its history, while the
influx of immigrants from many foreign nations develops a rich
diversity in food preparation throughout the country1. As such,
cuisine can be used as a proxy indicator of culture in a country and
the number of people interested in a typical national food [1, 2, 20],
or even foreign food, could be used to estimate the strength of that
culture inside the region.

In this work, Brazilian typical foods are used as a measure of
how the Brazilian culture is distributed across various countries in
the world. From this, we also measure the cultural distance between
Brazil and the countries most preferred by Brazilian immigrants.
To do that, we selected 20 typical Brazilian dishes according to a
number of websites and collected the data on interests for these
dishes from Facebook Advertising Platform (Facebook ads). Using
the number of Facebook users interested in certain typical Brazil-
ian food in each country enables us to represent such interests in
each country by a vector, what naturally allows us to measure the
distance between pairs of countries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the related work. In Section 3 we detail the methodology
used to collect the data and describe the data normalization process.
The methodology to infer cultural attributes that immigrants take
off to other countries is presented in Section 4. This methodology
includes a spatial analysis to detect interests that are specific of
a country and a comparison of various types of distance between
countries considering the selected interests. In Section 5, we present
the discussion of our results and offer additional comments about
the applicability of the results on Gravity-type models for migration.
Finally, we also discuss our findings and draw final conclusions.

1https://freelymagazine.com/2017/01/07/what-food-tells-us-about-culture/
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2 RELATEDWORK
The study of international migration and the development of mod-
els to explain and to predict flows of people between countries is
not new [17]. And, one of the most important methods is based on
the gravity-type models. Cohen et al. [4] developed an algorithm to
project future numbers of international migrants from any country
or region to any other. Basically, the variables considered by the
model include the population and area of origins and destinations
of migrants, and the geographic distance between origin and desti-
nation. Other researchers point out other distance measures beyond
the geographic distance, like administrative and political distance,
economic distance and also in terms of cultural distance [11].

In anthropology and sociology, the study of culture can be ex-
amined considering a multitude of aspects of our daily life, such
as the clothes we wear, the music we listen to, and the food we
eat [19]. Food studies are an established interdisciplinary field that
recognizes the centrality of food for cultural practices and cultural
identity. Considering the dishes from a country or region, for exam-
ple, it is possible to approximate cultural distance by characterizing
the preferences for local foods [1, 2, 20]. Several works, such as [20],
explore the idea that food communicates our culture and mech-
anisms by which we relate food to our cultural identities. Also,
Sibal [2] focus on showing the diversity and similarities between
people, cultures and food. Similarly, Almerico [1] presented an inter-
disciplinary study that observes the intricate relationships between
food, culture, and society from the sociological perspective.

Once the link between typical food and culture of a country
has been established, several works attempted to classify these
aspects in order to compare countries in terms of their cultural
distance. In [11], the authors list a few types of distances that can
be considered when comparing regions and the impacts that each
of these distances have, mainly on financial sphere; they found
cultural distance to be one of themost important types. Other works,
like [5], outline many characteristics that may represent a culture
of a country, and used these factors to cluster countries according
to their similarity. Silva et al. [21] identify cultural boundaries by
analyzing food and drink habits in foursquare. In our work, we
focus on Facebook Ads data to measure the similarity between
the countries considering only user interests in a small number of
typical Brazilian dishes.

The use of the marketing tool provided by Facebook, Facebook
Ads, to access and collect data has been recently increasing in
many different fields. It was employed in different contexts, such
as in predicting crimes [9], musical interests [23], gender gaps [8,
10], migration [6, 22, 24] and to study the relationships between
immigrants [13]. But, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that uses Facebook data to measure cultural similarity
between countries.

3 DATA COLLECTION
Since there is a great variety of typical local foods in Brazil, we
selected a set of the 20 most popular Brazilian dishes according
to BBC Good Food2 and the list of Brazilian dishes available on

2https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/top-10-foods-try-brazil

Wikipedia3. Due to the fact that our main goal is to compare var-
ious countries with Brazil in terms of cultural distance, for this
comparison we selected a set containing the 29 countries most pre-
ferred by Brazilian immigrants according to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Itamaraty4. All the subsequent analysis focus on these sets
of typical Brazilian dishes and countries.

3.1 Facebook Ads data
The platform to create advertisement on Facebook, Facebook Ads,
allows users to compute an estimated audience size for a proposed
advertisement [16]. This audience can be defined by demographic
attributes provided by Facebook, including gender, age, home loca-
tion, and interests that can be informed by the user or inferred by
Facebook based on user’s likes or status updates. Basically, Face-
book users can report their preferences over multiple domains such
as music, food, and sports [6]. In this paper we focus on typical
Brazilian dishes as a marker of cultural distance between countries.

The Facebook Ads API5 available for Python6 is used to collect
the audience of each food dish on Facebook based on their users’
registered preferences. This tool serves perfectly to our work be-
cause this audience can also be collected within a given country,
as most users have their home location registered in the system.
Figure 1 shows the number of users in each location as well as the
actual population of the countries. Some countries, like China, will
evidently not provide a good estimate for the actual population,
given that the number of Chinese users on Facebook is under 0.1%
of the real population. Nevertheless, in other countries more than
50% of the real population is part of the Facebook audience.

Before presenting results for food dish audiences, it is important
to disclose an API limitation. If the audience size is between 0
(zero) and 1000 (one thousand), the Facebook Ads API will return
the default value of 1000. Because of this restriction, the collection
considering specific interests inside a small populationmay not give
information about the exact number of Facebook users that match
with the criteria specified. Therefore, the comparison in terms of
interest in typical Brazilian dishes between Brazilian expats and the
rest of the population, especially in countries with small audience
on Facebook, is not reliable. Thus, for all cases the API returned
the default value, we set the audience to 0.

Figure 1 also shows that the size of audience in each country can
vary a great deal across countries. Thus, to make a fair comparison
between interests in these countries, we need to normalize the
audience in each interest by the estimated Facebook population in
each country. More formally, given the Facebook population p of
a country c , the audience Ap (i) in c who are interested in dish i is
given by:

Ap (i) =
audiencep (i)

p
(1)

Figure 2a shows the normalized audience interested in Brazilian
dishes for all countries. In this case, note that in all the selected

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Brazilian_dishes
4http://www.brasileirosnomundo.itamaraty.gov.br/a-comunidade/
estimativas-populacionais-das-comunidades/Estimativas%20RCN%202015%20-%
20Atualizado.pdf
5https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-apis/
6https://pypi.org/project/facebookads/
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Figure 1: Real population and Facebook audience in each
country (log scale).

countries, the highest interest is for “Churrasco” (“Barbecue”) and,
in second, “Arroz” (“Rice”). If we consider each column as a vector
representing the country interests, these unbalanced distributions
bias the distance measurement between two countries by these
two most popular dishes. Note that the difference for the other
dishes that have a small proportion of interest in each country is
almost zero. In order to give the same importance for all dishes,
we normalize and smooth these distributions by their z-scores.
Equation 2 shows the formula for calculating the z-scores:

z-score (Ap (i)) =
Ap (i) −mean(A(i))

std(A(i))
(2)

where A(i) is the vector that contains Ap (i) for each population p.
Basically, the mean is subtracted from the score for each interest,

normalized by the audience in each country, Ap (i), and divided
by the standard deviation of the values for that interest in all the
countries. As a result, each value now represents the extent to
which an interest in a certain country deviates from the mean of
a typical distribution. Figure 2b shows the heatmap after z-score
normalization. As expected, we observe that the distribution is
diverse and does not seem to exhibit a few dominant interests in
all the countries.

The z-score normalization allows each country to be represented
by a vector of preferences regarding typical Brazilian dishes. The
aim is to compare those individual vectors with the benchmark
Brazilian vector. The most similar countries to Brazil will exhibit
small distances. After we generate a set of measures for each coun-
try, given by the distance between the country interest vectors
and the Brazilian vector, we rank the countries according to the
cultural proximity with Brazil. The ranking generated considering
the cultural distance can be compared with other types of rank-
ings that attempt to measure the similarity between countries, for
instance, the ranking constructed with the most preferred coun-
tries by Brazilian immigrants, or Brazilian expats in each country
according to Facebook, and rankings that express the geographic
distance between countries. The rankings that will be used for this
comparison are described next.

(a) Before z-score normalization.

(b) After z-score normalization.

Figure 2: Proportion of interest in each country. All the in-
terests are normalized by the audience in each country.

3.2 Baseline data
The ranking considering the cultural distance to Brazil can be con-
structed using different metrics of distance7. For each metric, a
ranking is generated and compared with the baselines below:

Immigrant ranking: Figure 3a shows the ranking of the coun-
tries that have more Brazilian immigrants in proportion to their
real populations.

Expat (Facebook) ranking: Figure 3b shows the same countries
presented in Immigrant ranking sorted by the countries that have
more Brazilian expats in proportion to their audience according
to Facebook Ads. We can see that both rankings, Immigrant and
Expat (Facebook) are well correlated, while Facebook Ads seems to
represent the proportion of Brazilians in those countries well.

Geographic distance ranking: The geographic distance can
be expressed in terms of the simple geographic distance or in terms
of the weighted distance [18]. The Geographic distance ranking is
sorted by the countries that are most close to Brazil in terms of
a simple geographic distance calculated following the great circle

7We decided to use the following distance metrics: Euclidean, Cosine, Mean Absolute
error, Relative error and Earth mover’s distance
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formula, which uses latitudes and longitudes of the most important
city in terms of population. Geographic weighted distance ranking
also shows the countries that are most close to Brazil, considering
the distance between the main agglomerations of all countries [12].
Once these two rankings are well correlated (0.96), Figure 3c shows
only the Geographic weighted distance ranking.

3.3 Comparison between rankings
Table 1 shows correlations between the Immigrant ranking, Expat
(Facebook) ranking and the rankings generated with different mea-
sures of distance. Also, the correlations between all of them and
the Geographic weighted distance ranking are shown in Table 2.

Rankings WT(i) KT(ii) S(iii) J(iv)

Euclidean distance 0.2403 0.33 0.3818 0.3333
Cosine distance 0.3931 -0.0739 -0.0995 0.25

Mean Absolute Error 0.3396 0.0788 0.1197 0.1765
Relative Error 0.0099 0.0542 0.103 0.25

Eart Mover’s distance 0.1072 0.1823 0.2596 0.25
Expat (Facebook) ranking 0.716 0.0296 0.0655 0.5385
Geo. distance ranking 0.452 -0.0296 -0.0443 0.3333

Geo. W. distance ranking 0.4675 0.0246 0.0128 0.3333
Table 1: Comparison with the Immigrant ranking.
(i) WT: Weighted tau correlation.
(ii) KT: Kendall tau correlation.
(iii) S: Spearmanr correlation.
(iv) J: Jaccard similarity considering the top 10 in each ranking.

Rankings WT(i) KT(ii) S(iii) J(iv)

Euclidean distance 0.1896 0.2611 0.3586 0.5385
Cosine distance 0.1833 0.1133 0.2015 0.1765

Mean Absolute Error 0.2181 -0.1675 -0.2517 0.25
Relative Error -0.3877 0.0246 0.0236 0.25

Eart Mover’s distance -0.2908 0.0148 -0.001 0.1111
Expat (Facebook) ranking 0.4563 -0.0099 0.0172 0.4286
Geo. distance ranking 0.9678 0.6601 0.8108 1.0
Immigrant ranking 0.535 0.0246 0.0128 0.3333

Table 2: Comparison with the Geographic weighted distance
ranking.

In addition to comparing the rankings we are also interested
in giving more importance to the first few countries because of
their representation in terms of the fraction of Brazilian immigrants
in the real population and in the Facebook audience. Hence, we
decided to consider the measure of correlation that allots more
weight to the top elements in the rank. The weight is mapped from
non-negative integers (zero representing the most important ele-
ment, the first in the Immigrant ranking) to a non-negative weight,
given by a hyperbolic weighing. The hyperbolic weighting maps
the position of each element in rank r to a weight 1

r+1 . Because of
this, the first element (r = 0) has weight equal to 1, the second, 12 ,
and so on.

As shown in Table 1, considering the Weighted tau cor-
relation8, Cosine distance is the distance metric that better ap-
proximates to the Immigrant ranking (almost 0.4 correlated). Fig-
ure 4 shows the comparison between them. Considering Kendall
8https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.weightedtau.html

tau9 and Spearmanr10, the correlation between Euclidean dis-
tance ranking and Immigrant ranking are higher when compared
to other distances. The Cosine distance ranking has a negative
correlation when we consider Kendall tau and Spearmanr.
This happens because the last countries in Immigrant ranking are
associated with a non-matching position in the Cosine ranking list.
But when the weights associated to all of the countries are listed
in the decreasing order of importance in the Immigrant ranking,
the mismatches that occur in those positions do not substantially
impact the correlation.

The correlation between the Immigrant ranking and the Expat
(Facebook) ranking, considering the Weighted tau, is more than
0.70. This high correlation shows that the Facebook data can be
a good estimator of Brazilian immigrants around the world. Also,
the correlation between the Immigrant ranking and the Geographic
distance ranking shows that migration are less correlated with
the geographic distance, a correlation of 0.45. In fact, it is well
know that there are other decisive factors that justify the migration,
not only the proximity in terms of geographic distance between
countries [7].

Comparing the Immigrant ranking and the Cosine distance rank-
ing, shown in Figure 4, we see that despite the large proportion
of Brazilian immigrants in countries like Switzerland (6th in Im-
migrant ranking), they seem not to be strongly attached to the
Brazilian culture. The opposite is observed in countries like Portu-
gal and Paraguay, that are most preferred by Brazilian immigrants
and are most similar in terms of Brazilian food preferences to Brazil.
Portugal is the country most similar to Brazil in terms of the pref-
erences for the typical Brazilian dishes. This similarity cannot be
related to the geographic distance, since Portugal is not close to
Brazil, but the proportion of immigrants in Portugal is one of the
highest according to the Immigrant Ranking. The language and the
general cultural similarity [15] shared between the former colony
of Portugal, Brazil, explain in part the pull factors of migration to
Portugal. Considering the United States, the country with more
Brazilian immigrants in terms of absolute value, the position in
the Immigrant ranking and in the Cosine distance ranking remains
the same, so the similarity in terms of Brazilian food preferences
are well correlated with the number of Brazilian immigrants in the
population. Other countries, like Paraguay and Bolivia, seem to be
more similar to Brazil in terms of food interests because of the geo-
graphic proximity. In general, most of the countries like Argentina,
Venezuela, Colombia and Chile, that are geographically closer to
Brazil are at a higher position relative to the cultural distance rank-
ing, as compared to their Immigrant ranking. In this case, this result
shows that the interests can be justified not only by the migration
processes but also by the geographic proximity, given that the local
population seems to be interested in several typical dishes from the
neighboring countries. However, generally the migration process is
one of the most crucial factors that exposes distant countries (from
Brazil) to the Brazilian cuisine.

9docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.15.1/reference/generated/scipy.stats.kendalltau.html
10docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.stats.spearmanr.html
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(a) Immigrant ranking: Proportion of
Brazilian immigrants in real population.

(b) Expat (Facebook) ranking: Proportion
of Brazilian expats in Facebook audience.

(c) Geographic weighted distance ranking:
Weighted distance to Brazil.

Figure 3: Immigrant, Expat (Facebook) rankings and Geographic weighted distance ranking.

Figure 4: Comparison between Immigrant and Cosine dis-
tance rankings.

4 SPATIAL ANALYSIS
Figure 2b shows the proportion of Facebook users interested in some
typical Brazilian dishes after the z-score normalization. In general,
for most of the interests, Brazil is above average. “Chouriço”, “Arroz”
(“Rice”, in English), “Sobá” and “Cuscuz” are the only interests below
average, indicating that these interests may be more popular in
other countries. Considering only the interests that have the highest
value for Brazil, 9 dishes11 are considered typical from Brazil. In
this section, this methodology will be compared to an information
theoretic approach that considers spatial analysis [3] to infer typical
cultural elements.

Interest entropy and Interest focus give us an idea of how the
interests are distributed around the globe. Given that Ap (i) is the
audience of a region p (in a total of M regions) interested in i ,
the metric interest focus is given by the Equation 3. This measure
describes the proportion of the audience that are interested in i in a
specific location. On the other hand, Equation 4 shows the interest
entropy formula that corresponds to the entropy measure of an
interest distributed over the countries.

Fi =
Ap (i)∑M
p=1Ap (i)

(3)

Hi = −

M∑
p=1

Fi loд2Fi (4)

These metrics provide support for evaluating the spread of vari-
ous interests around the globe. Interests that are very concentrated
in a region tends to manifest a low interest entropy and a high inter-
est focus considering that region. It is particularly enticing to look
at the interests that have moderate interest entropy because these
interests are not entirely local, while also not completely common
around the world. These interests could originate from a specific
region and spread in popularity across other regions that share
different cultural aspects, or become popular due to migration.

11“Açaí”, “Coxinha”, “Pão de Queijo”, “Requeijão”, “Tapioca”, “Feijoada”, “Estrogonofe”,
“Cachaça” and “Caipirinha”
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For each interest, the difference between the interest entropy
considering and not considering Brazil in the vector of countries
expresses changes related to the uncertainty of which country is
the dish associated with. When we consider Brazil, the entropy
tends to be lower if the interest is more popular in Brazil than
in other countries. Figure 5 shows the result when the entropy
difference is calculated and for which dishes the interest entropy
decrease. Notice that according to this methodology, 7 dishes12 are
considered typical from Brazil, and all of them are also considered
by the first methodology using the z-score normalization matrix.

Finally, we compare the Brazilian typical interests according to
these approaches with the 6 Brazilian typical dishes listed by BBC
Good Food. Considering the z-score normalization matrix and the
interest entropy difference, we identify 5 and 4 common interests,
respectively. The other 2 dishes from BBC Good Food that are not
consider by our metrics as typical from Brazil, “Churrasco” and
“Pão de Queijo”, seems to be popular in other countries as shown
by the metric interest focus in Figure 6. We see that “Churrasco”
has a uniform distribution over the countries, and in fact, it is not
only popular in Brazil. Analyzing “Pão de Queijo”, only Brazil and
Portugal demonstrate a significant interest for this food, because
of this, the uncertainty increase when we do consider Brazil. This
result shows that the interest entropy difference does not depend
only of the highest z-score but also considers the whole interest
focus distribution.

Due to the similarity between the results generated with both
methodologies, only the results considering the Brazilian typical
dishes, according to the interest entropy difference, are reported.
Table 3 shows correlations between the Immigrant ranking, Ex-
pat (Facebook) ranking and the rankings generated with different
measures of distance considering only those 7 interests, and ta-
ble 4 shows the correlation between all of them and the Geographic
weighted distance ranking. When we compare those rankings con-
sidering the Weighted tau correlation, Cosine distance ranking
has a 0.40 correlation with the Immigrant ranking. Notice that while
our methodology allows us to reduce the vectors size from 20 to 7
dishes, the correlations between the rankings is kept the same.

Rankings WT(i) KT(ii) S(iii) J(iv)

Euclidean distance 0.3786 0.0493 0.0562 0.3333
Cosine distance 0.3897 -0.0985 -0.1374 0.3333

Mean Absolute Error 0.3881 -0.0837 -0.1453 0.4286
Relative Error 0.3861 0.0542 0.0596 0.3333

Eart Mover’s distance 0.3881 -0.0837 -0.1453 0.4286
Table 3: Comparison with the Immigrant ranking. Consid-
ering only the 7 interests typical from Brazil according to
Entropy difference.

5 DISCUSSION
In the literature, many measures of distance such as the geographic
distance, typically included in gravity-type models of migration,
were found useful to characterize similarities between countries.
But, not only does the geographic distance affect migration or trade
between countries, administrative and political distances, as well
12“Açaí”, “Coxinha”, “Tapioca”, “Feijoada”, “Estrogonofe”, “Cachaça” and “Caipirinha”

Rankings WT(i) KT(ii) S(iii) J(iv)

Euclidean distance 0.1998 0.1872 0.266 0.3333
Cosine distance 0.1688 -0.0394 -0.03 0.3333

Mean Absolute Error 0.1755 -0.0049 -0.0074 0.3333
Relative Error 0.1763 -0.0148 0.003 0.4286

Earth Mover’s distance 0.1755 -0.0049 -0.0074 0.3333
Table 4: Comparison with the Geographic weighted distance
ranking. Considering only the 7 interests typical fromBrazil
according to Entropy difference.

as economic and cultural distances all correspond to other ways
to measure similarity. The focus of the present work is to explore
specific cultural attributes in order to develop a measure of distance
that would most accurately characterize cultural affinities between
countries with regard to food preferences. By using social media
data to characterize the interests of each country enables us to
represent it in terms of its cultural composition and to compare
the countries by calculating the aforementioned types of distance
between them. Such approach complements the previous research
that employs various measures of distance in order to explain the
international migration. Finally, the methodology we adopted in
the present paper helps one to understand the study of cultural at-
traction from the social media perspective and the cultural distance
between countries can also be included as one more attribute in
classic gravity-type model of migration [4].

The Facebook data is a reliable proxy to study international
migration. In this study, the correlation between the proportion
of Facebook users that are Brazilian expats living abroad and the
official data about the number of Brazilian immigrants is more than
0.7. Also, this data is good to estimate interests related to foreign
culture, in this case, the Brazilian cuisine. The ranking generated
considering the similarity between countries given by food interest
is almost 0.4 correlated with the ranking generated with the official
proportion of Brazilian immigrants in some countries. We can con-
clude that the cultural similarity between Brazil and some countries
occur due to aspects like the geographic proximity (e.g. Paraguay,
Argentina), linguistic similarity (e.g. Portugal, Angola), and most
important, due to the number of immigrants in the population,
which increases the spread of cultural elements from the country
of origin.
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